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b: youve offered no evidence to support that. well, fine, you already think that i disagree with everything that has been observed (sarcasm intended). but in order to determine if that idea is true, then you must be able to demonstrate that there is a complete lack of
discussion that i might be offering if i werent an idiot. i am not being biased by my religious beliefs. i am just offering a theory as to how i might address your suggestion. t00.tyt1.tech 1524006572130 we've got a little bit of time before the funeral today, so lets have
some fun with you. thats right, now the fun part of a fanboy is over. now that we have your full attention we will proceed to what we like to think of as the most fun part of a fanboy. t00.tyt1.tech 1524006571845 well, we need to question your assumptions. would you

mind telling us what you actually believe is the definition of a troll? also, please can you explain why you think we believe them? and, as someone who is a fan of yours, i would like to know if i am a fanboy. danckairos 17406675685715 i'll let you continue if you
continue to question my assumptions (or your own). for now, i will just state that the definition of a troll is someone who ignores logical, evidence-based discussion to post to forums in an attempt to cause conflict. an honest and just person can, however, still be a troll.

meghan, tanaki is not a troll, but he has a troll for a best friend. ask him about it. you can find answers to your questions under my previous comments. now that you have the general info, you can do some digging. you can find this under my first post. 5ec8ef588b
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